


About our Executive Director
Professor Sharroky Hollie is a national educator who provides professional 

development to thousands of educators in the area of cultural responsiveness. 

Since 2000, Dr. Hollie has trained over 150,000 educators and worked in nearly 

2,000 classrooms. Going back 25 years, he has been a classroom teacher at 

the middle and high school levels, a central office professional development 

coordinator in Los Angeles Unified School District, a school founder and 

administrator, and university professor in teacher education at Cal State 

University. Sharroky has also been a visiting professor for Webster University in 

St. Louis and a guest lecturer at Stanford and UCLA.



CLR PD 
Sequence

Focus on 
Culture 

and 
Language

Classroom 
Management

Academic 
Literacy

Academic 
Language

Academic 
Vocabulary



Mindset

Skillset

CLR

Reflective

Responsive



Bridge
Demonstration of situational appropriateness

Must use appropriate cultural or 

linguistic behavior

Build
Make connections between the home culture and 

language with the school culture and language situation
Must consider situation and what is considered 

appropriate (situational appropriateness)

Affirm
Reversal of negative stereotypes of 

nonmainstream cultures and languages
Must be intentional and purposeful

Validate
Legitimation of home language and culture Must be intentional and purposeful



Relate To 
Differently

Three Ways To VABB

Difference = Responsiveness



Designs and Illustrations by Carleen Matts
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Diving Into Pool of CLR Activities



CLR Formula of Success

Quantity

Quality

Strategy



Attention 
Signals

Responding Discussing

Focus on Engagement
List at least two activities in each category

Movement



What is/was your road to achieving the so-called 
American dream?

A. Choice assimilation
B. Bi-cultural
C. Forced (no choice) assimilation
D. White Anglo-Saxon 

CLR Category: Use of Movement
Activity Name: Walking Survey



High Resonance                                                                                           Low Resonance

REALNESS, COMMUNALISM, EYE CONTACT, CONVERSATION PATTERNS, PROXIMITY, TONE OF VOICE, 
CONCEPT OF TIME, …

“Situational appropriateness is the concept of determining what cultural or 
linguistic behavior is most appropriate for the situation. Put another way, 
students are allowed to make choices around cultural and linguistic behaviors 
dependent on the situation, but without giving up or sacrificing what they 
consider to be their base culture or language.”

—Hollie, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning: 
Classroom Practices for Student Success (2017)

Cultural Complexity Continuum

The Relativity of Culture



Designs and Illustrations by Carleen Matts







Cultural 
Behaviors 

We Can See

Heritage

Cultural 
Behaviors 

We Cannot 
See

Adapted

Performing arts
Food

Clothes
Visual arts

Language

Communalism

Eye Contact

Proximity

Non-Verbals

Concept of Time Conversational 

Patterns

Patterns for Handling 

Emotions Tone 

of Voice



High Resonance                                                                                                            Low Resonance

Communalism
Eye Contact

Realness
Orality and Verbal Expressiveness

Proximity
Concept of Time

Conversational Patterns

1. Recognize the behavior as cultural or (not)
2. If cultural, validate and affirm the behavior first
3. Then, build and bridge to situational appropriate behavior
4. If not cultural, then go to classroom management system

Cultural Elements



Once lodged in our minds, hidden biases 
can influence our behavior toward 

members of particular social groups, but 
we remain oblivious to their influence. 
Most people find it hard to believe that 
their behavior can be guided by mental 

content of which they are unaware.

-Banaji 2013

Blindspots or bits of knowledge about social groups



CONSIDER THESE FACTS AND THE POSSIBILITIES OF YOUR OWN BIAS THINKING:

Did you know people in supermarkets buy more French wine when French music 
is playing, and more German wine when the music is German?

Did you know that white NBA referees have been found to call more fouls on 
black players, and black referees call more fouls on white players?

Did you know that scientists have been found to rate potential lab technicians 
lower, and plan to pay them less, if the potential technicians are women? 

Did you know that doctors treat patients differently when the patients are 
overweight and that patients treat doctors differently when the doctors are 
overweight?





All By Association = Stereotypes

Professions = Race/Gender

Surgeon

Pilot

Professional Athlete

CEO

Elementary School Teacher

Traits = Groups

Leadership (men or women)

Musical Talent (African Americans or 
Native Americans)

Legal Expertise (Jews or Christians)

Math Ability (Asians or Caucasians)

Criminality (Italians or Dutch)

Stereotypes are true in some way, partly false, and usually negative 
associated emotionally



Shades of Truth

How often do you give answers you know are untrue?
Truthiness (Stephen Colbert) – The tendency to accept propositions 
that one wishes to be true as true, ignoring the usual verification 
standards for fact. 

White lies: How are you today?   Harmless, good intentions

Gray lies: Can you spare a dollar? Spare one’s own feelings

Colorless lies: How many cigarettes do you smoke a day? Self-
deception

Red lies: “I love you” Deceiving to others

Blue lies: Did you do all of the reading for the test? Essentially 
Truthful



“Between stimulus and response, 
there is a space. In that space is our power to choose our 

response. In our response lies our growth and our 
freedom.”

– Viktor E. Frankl

Stimulus ResponseREFLECT



Last Time You VA’d Someone?

= make positive what is perceived as negative?

VALIDATE

AFFIRM

= make legitimate what is perceived as illegitimate?

Think

Say

Do

Think

Say

Do



Objective 1 
Be reflective about your current 
classroom management system

Objective 2
Be deliberate about going responsive as 

opposed to going negative

Objective 3
Be proactive with your CLR instructional 

activities to increase engagement

Three Must-Dos To Implement 
Responsive Classroom Management



Three Components of CRCM
Cultural 
Responsiveness

Character/Personal 
Development

Management vs. 
Discipline



Current Classroom Management Reflection

What school of thought do you aspire to?

How does the three PPP approach work for you?

Are you aware of how to survive with your management system?



Procedures in place? +,-,0

Type of Procedure +   - 0

What officially begins class…

What students do when work is completed…

When students do not have supplies or are in need of sharpening a 

pencil

Use of cell phones, head phones, or other technologies

Turning in late assignments/work

Preparing for fire drills, lockdowns, other emergencies

Getting your attention during independent work

Entering/exiting the classrom



What The Research Says
1. Classroom control, student achievement, and love of learning are 

strongly related to collaborative approach

2.   Students report positive feedback, consequences, and rewards are 

the most effective for them

3.    Numbers to survive by:

– 90% (there is hope after all)

– 80% and 15% and 5% (when do I stop teaching)

– 30-30-30 (keeping it real, don’t lose perspective)



Simply Comes Down To What We Believe



Do You Believe In Cultural Behaviors?

“Cognitive styles (cultural behaviors) are the 
intellectual aspects of learning styles and represent 
culturally attuned ways of perceiving, organizing, 
and evaluating information. These aspects include 
and affect perceptions, conceptualizations, and 
decision making. Culture acts as a filter in this 
process.”

-Barbara Shade’s Creating Culturally Responsive Classrooms



Traditional School Culture Underserved Cultures

*standardized/rule-driven

*quiet

*stationary/low movement

*time specific

*competitive

*deductive

*turn-taking

*mainly verbal communication

*teacher-centered and led

*field independent

*intrapersonal

*preference for variation/

spontaneity

* sociocentric

*high movement

*cooperative

*inductive

*overlap

*many ways to communicate

*purpose-driven

*affective

*field-dependent

*interpersonal
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1.Student is talking while teacher is talking, but in an affirming way.

2.Student is tapping on desk while other students are working quietly.

3.Student is picking on another student.

4.Student says mean and degrading things to the teacher. .

5.Student in one collaborative group paying attention to other students in another collaborative group.

6.Student is stealing.

7.Student is aggressively talking back, trying to make a point with the teacher.

8. Student is throwing paper across the class.

9.Students are interjecting without raising their hands during a class discussion segment.

10.Student stands up sometimes when completing his/her assignments.

3

1

Identify the behaviors as Cultural or NOT.  If it is cultural, state the 

cultural behavior?

You decide!





Validate and 
affirm

If you believe, then validate and affirm first and build and bridge.

Check Check belief system. Either you believe or you do not!

Recognize
If culturally inappropriate, recognize cultural behavior using rings of 
culture or iceberg concept of culture (anthropology) or other possible 
reason, such as special needs, trauma, etc.

Identify
Identify behavior as being culturally inappropriate, unacceptable, or 
egregious

Talk to, Relate to, Teach Differently



VALIDATION AND AFFIRMATION 

“Should, ought to, wrong, value-
based terms, fix it,  correctly, 
right way, our way, your way, or 
the only way“

“Understand, tolerate, allow, 
another chance,  consequence-
based terms, this time or next 
time,“

“Appreciate, honor, value, love, 
respect, inspired, moved, affirm, 
connect, empathize, can relate or 
am grateful“

Negative or 
Deficit

Neutral Positive
Validation and 

Affirmation



Culturally Inappropriate 
Behaviors Unacceptable Egregious





9 Provincial School Code of Conduct Policy

Appendix B: Responding to Unacceptable 
BehaviourUnacceptable 

behaviors

• bullying

• cyberbullying

• discriminatory behaviour

• illegal activity

• insubordination

• misuse of network or online resources

• physical violence

• racist behaviour

• repeated use of tobacco or e-cigarettes

• sexual assault

• sexual harassment

• sexual misconduct

• significant disruption to school operations

• use or possession of

– alcohol

– drug-related paraphernalia

– illegal drugs

– weapons

• vandalism

• verbal abuse

Possible 
responses

• conferencing with student or parent

• creating a plan for restitution

• coaching to develop new behaviours

• restorative approaches

• mediation

• detention

• loss of privileges

• referral to school guidance counsellor

• referral to the Program Planning Team

• referral to RCH Advisor

• referral to assessment and counselling

• referral to student support worker

• referral for behavioural support

• referral to SchoolsPlus

• in-school suspension

• involvement of outside agencies such as 

police,  mental health services, and child 

welfare

• referral to CyberSCAN Investigation Unit

• out-of-school suspension (up to 10 days)

• recommendation for extended suspension for period greater 

than  10 days according to section 124 of the Education Act

09201505



What does it mean to be: 

Disruptive 

Distracted 

Insubordinate 

Disrespectful

Defiant

What is the difference between Classroom Management and Disciplining?

How can we distinguish these words from cultural misunderstandings? 

Let’s Get Rid of the D Words



Data That Narrates

Macro
# In-School and/or Out-of-School Suspensions (fighting, drugs, theft, etc)
Categories of suspensions
Suspensions by race, socioeconomics, and gender
Expulsions (if applicable)

Micro
# of Referrals
Categories of referrals
Referrals by department, by experience, and/or by percentage of teachers 
sending out
Referrals by race, socioeconomics, and gender



Data That Narrates

Macro
• According to a public report to an elected school board, in one region, 

students who self-identify as being of African descent made up 8% of 
that region’s student body, but 22% of the students who were 
suspended that year.

• According to a public report to an elected school board, in another 
region, students who self-identify as being Indigenous made up 5% of 
the student body, but 25% of students who were suspended that 
year.

• According to the public 2016 Individual Program Plan (IPP) Review, “the 
data indicated that students of Aboriginal ancestry or African descent 
are disproportionately identified for individual program planning.”



Attention 
Signals

Responding Discussing Movement

Focus on Engagement
List at least two activities in each category



Join VABB Nation!

@validateaffirm
www.culturallyresponsive.org

Sharroky@culturallyresponsive.org

http://www.culturallyresponsive.org/
http://www.culturallyresponsive.org/

